Bay Power is a Fully Authorized GE Industrial Solutions Distributor

**PANELBOARDS**
Up to 600 amp lighting panels in stock, in nearly any configuration. Take power panel innovation to the neXT level. ReliaGear® neXT features a modular, field-modifiable panel design and ABB’s groundbreaking Tmax XT circuit breakers to simplify installation and servicing and enhance energy efficiency.

**MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS**
The Evolution Series E9000 Motor Control Center provides a safe, flexible and centralized means to protect and control motors. Evolution’s 850A Vertical Bus, Snap-In Shelves, Plug-In Feeders to 600A, and Plug-In Starters to Size 5 provide customers with more flexibility to move buckets around and add them in the future.

**SWITCHBOARDS**
The Pro-Stock Spectra Series Switchboard combines the main service disconnect, the electrical distribution panel and the metering device compartment (optional) into one space-saving unit, delivering maximum installation opportunities, available to splice as many distribution panel sections as needed, feeding left or right.

**SWITCHGEAR**
AKD-20 low-voltage switchgear continues the tradition of the AKD switchgear line while delivering enhanced arc flash protection. Built to ANSI standards, its protection features include non-vented panels plus insulated and isolated bus, and it integrates our new state-of-the-art EntelliGuard breaker-trip unit system.

Send Us Your One Line Drawings for a Quote On Your Next Project